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DESIGN

04

www.apaiser.com

Styled by nature. Perfected by hand. The apaiser story starts with awardwinning bathware, proudly Australian owned. Driven by a dream to
transform the bathroom, founder Belinda Try introduces the world to her
brand apaiser™, in 2000. Her revolutionary apaiserMARBLE® launches
four years later, showcasing a luxurious non-porous marble material,
enriched with the purity of Australian minerals. Today, apaiser bathware
is globally recognised and coveted the world over in the best hotels,
resorts and residences. Each bathware item is individually sculpted by
master craftsmen. Our signature offering of Bath Couture® embodies
complete customisation for those who dare to be different, inspiring a
new generation of absolute luxury. The evolution of the bathroom is
complete with apaiser Bath Couture. Welcome to Maison apaiser.
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AQUAMOON

Minimalistic architecture
AQUAMOON provides a natural interplay of water and lighting and
opens up a broad spectrum of experiences for body and mind. In
particular the intense AQUAMOON lighting experience, which is
invisibly integrated creates a unique sensation. The light strip inside
AQUAMOON’s minimalist dome creates the perfect mood lighting,
giving a sense of innity as you look up into the dome. The daily
shower is transformed into the ultimate safe haven, dispensing new
life-force energy through personal moments of deep relaxation.
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WASHBASIN

www.falper.it

MONSIEUR

HOMEY

"IKS IS A PROJECT OF WASH-BASIN UNIT REDUCED TO ITS
ESSENTIALS. ITS THIS WAY, WE MADE SPACE FOR CHARACTER & HIGHLIGHTED
ALL THE EXPRESSIVE POSSIBILITIES AVAILABLE TO THE DESIGNER.

ITS DISTINCTIVE FEATURE:
THE JUNCTION AT 45

0

ITS STRENGTH:
RIGOROUS DESIGN/COMPOSIYIONAL FLEXIBILITY/
INFINITE AESTHETIC SOLUTIONS".
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GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALE
A quotation by the company shall not constitute an offer and no contract shall be taken as formed except by the Purchasers order being accepted in writing by the company or by
collection or delivery of the Goods.
CONDITIONS OF SALES
(a) The ordering of goods by the Purchaser or the accepting of delivery or the collection of the Goods by the Purchaser shall be deemed to be unconditional acceptance by the
Purchaser of thes Conditions and it s acknowledgement that they supersede, override and oust:
i. all previous negotiations representations or agreements between parties
ii. any other terms and conditions in any document or other communication used by the Company or the Purchaser
(b) No variation or addition to these Conditions shall form part of any Contract unless specically accepted by the Company in writing.
(c) No addition or variation to an order may be made by the Purchaser after the company has accepted the order to which it relates. Any purported addition or variation shall be
treated as a separate order at the time it is made and priced accordingly.
(d) Orders for non-standard items cannot be varied once the manufacturing process has started or any special materials or equipment has been ordered by the Company.
PRICES
Unless otherwise expressly stated in writing by the company orders are accepted on the basis that the price stated is the net prices of Goods (after deduction of any discounts) for
delivery in accordance with the contract and sold subject to these Conditions. Where any amendment or variation to these Conditions is agreed in writing by the Company the price
may be increased. The company may at any time prior to the Goods leaving the company s premises increase the stated price to reect all or part of any increased raw material,
labour or transportation costs suffered by the Company since the price was stated. Such revised price shall be binding on the Purchaser. Where the Company s quotation or stated
price does not refer to Value Added Tax it shall be deemed to be exclusive of any Value Added Tax which shall be payable in addition.
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PAYMENT
(a) Accounts are due and payable one calendar month from the end of the month in which the Goods are delivered or collected. The purchaser will not be considered to have
paid any amount tendered by cheque unless and until it has been credited to the Company s bank Account.
(b) If the Purchaser shall fail to make payment in full in accordance with sub paragraph (a) of this Condition then (without prejudice to any other rights of the Company and in
addition to the loss of any discount) the Purchaser shall without any need for the Company to give notice become liable to pay to the Company interest on the amount for the time
being unpaid. This interest shall be calculated at 3 per cent per annum above the annual Base Rate from time to time of HSBC Bank calculated from the date of due payment
until the date of actual payment. It shall be payable after as well as before any judgment.
(c) If the Purchaser shall fail to make payment in accordance with sub paragraph (a) of this Condition or shall fail to make payment in full for any goods or services to any other
Sanipex Group Company in accordance with the contractual terms applying thereto then:
i. the company shall be entitled to suspend without incurring any liability all or any other deliveries to be made under that or any other contract with the Purchaser. In such event
the Purchasershall not in any respect be released from its obligations to the Company under that or any such contract;
or
ii. instead of such suspension the company shall be entitled to terminate the relevant contract or any other contract with the Purchaser to claim damages from the Purchaser.
(d) The Purchaser shall not without the written agreement of the Company be entitled to deduct or set off from any payment due pursuant hereto any claim for loss or expense alleged
to have been incurred by the Purchaser by reason of any breach or failure to observe the provisions of this or any other contract by the Company and the Purchaser expressly waives
any common law right of setoff to which he may be entitled.
DELIVERIES COLLECTIONS AND LIABILITY FOR DELAYED DELIVERY OR FAILURE TO SUPPLY
(a) Whilst the Company will use all reasonable endeavours to keep to any stated delivery or collection dates or times of the day it accepts no liability whatsoever for any damage
or loss (including any consequential loss) resulting from delayed delivery or availability for collection unless:
i. a delivery or collection date or programme has been agreed in writing: and
ii. the Company has failed for at least 21 days after the agreed date to make a delivery or make the Goods available for collection: and
iii. the Purchaser has then given the Company at least 7 days notice in writing of its intention to rescind the Contract or bring a claim and at the end of the period given the Goods
have not been delivered or made available for collection
(b) In the event that a valid claim is notied to the Company in accordance with these Conditions the Company shall under no circumstances whatsoever have any liability to pay
to the Purchaser a sum greater that the price of the Goods in respect of which a failure to deliver or make available for collection is alleged.
(c) On notication to the Purchaser that the Goods are ready for dispatch (and where appropriate within the framework of a delivery or collection programme) the Purchaser shall
accept immediate delivery or in the case of collection from the Company s premises shall arrange for collection of the Goods failing which the Company may:
i. either effect delivery by whatever means it thinks most appropriate or arrange storage at the Purchaser s risk and expense pending delivery; and
ii. after 14 days notice to the Purchaser requiring it to take delivery at any time re sell or otherwise dispose of the Goods or part or them without prejudice to any other rights the
Company may have against the Purchaser for breach of contract or otherwise.
(d) If the Goods are not delivered on the expected date the Purchaser shall give written notice to the Company within 48 hours.
DELIVERY AND RISK
(a) Where the price quoted and accepted is for delivery at the premises of the Purchaser or a third party such delivery shall be made on hard roads to a hard and safe draw in site
suitable forunloading during normal working hours on normal working days and it shall be the responsibility of the Purchaser to ensure that delivery can be effected in this manner.
(b) If it has been agreed that the company will deliver the Goods at the premises of the Purchaser or a third party the Purchaser shall provide good rm level and cleared ground on
which to stack the Goods. It shall be the responsibility of the Purchaser to ensure that the Goods are properly and safely stacked, stored and protected.
(c) If off loading is to be effected by the use of a vehicle mounted crane then it shall be the responsibility of the Company to arrange such of loading and risk shall pass once the
Goods have beenoff loaded, in all other cases it shall be the responsibility of the Purchaser to off load the Goods at it s expense and risk shall pass once the delivery vehicle arrives at
the premises of the Purchaser or a third party as appropriate.
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(d) Where the price quoted and accepted is for collection of the Goods from the Company s premises it shall be the Purchaser s responsibility to arrange collection of the Goods in
suitable and safe vehicles during normal working hours on normal working days and only after prior agreement with the Company. Risk shall pass when the Goods are loaded onto
the collection vehicle provided by the Purchaser or it s agent and entry of the Purchaser s vehicles onto the Company s premises shall be at the Purchasers own risk (save for any claim
arising from the Company s negligence which has resulted in personal injury or death).
(e) The purchaser shall keep the Goods fully insured against all risks normally insured against at least throughout the period between the risk therein passing to the Purchaser and the title
therein ceasing to remain with the Company.
(f) The Purchaser shall fully indemnify the Company in respect of any claims, liabilities, damages, costs and expenses made against or incurred by the Company by reason of damage
caused to person or property and arising out of a failure by the Purchaser to comply with the provisions of this Condition.
TITLE TO GOODS
(a) Notwithstanding delivery or collection of the Goods or of any documents relating to them the Company will remain the sole and absolute owner of each item of Goods. Title shall not
pass until the payment in full has been made of :
i. the prices for the Goods; and
ii. any other sums payable in respect of the goods including interest payable hereunder; and
iii. any other sums payable (whether due or not) for other goods previously or subsequently sold by the Company to the Purchase r and any other sums payable in respect of these other
goods including interest :
(a)Where carriage, packing or other charges are stated separately from the price they will nevertheless be payable by the Purchaser at the same time as if they formed part of the price
and shall be treated as such The Company shall be entitled to sue for the price of Goods and such other charges whether or not title in such Goods shall
have passed to the Purchaser.
(b) Time for payment is of the essence of the contract.
(c) Notwithstanding the foregoing the Company reserves the right to require payment of the price before delivery of any Goods or at any time thereafter.
iv. the price for any goods and services and other sums payable in respect thereof to any other Sanipex Group Company that has supplied goods or services to the purchaser.
(b) For the purpose of these Conditions all goods of the same description purchased by the Purchaser from the Company and subsequently used or sold by the Purchaser shall be
deemed to have been used or sold on a rst in rst out basis so that the Goods remaining unused or unsold are deemed to be those most recently purchased. The Purchaser shall unless
otherwise agreed by the Company in writing ensure that all the goods which are in the possession or control of the Purchaser and the property in which it remains with the Company
are stored separately and labelled so that they may be readily identied.
(c) The Purchaser may sell any item of the Goods in the ordinary course of its business prior to the Company receiving payment in full of such item and in such event the Purchaser shall
hold on trust for the Company and shall account to the Company for the proceeds of sale of such an item.
(d) The Company shall be entitled by its employees or agents to enter upon or into any land buildings or vehicles where the Goods or part of them are situated to retake possession
of them. Upon request the Purchaser shall notify the Company of the location of any Goods which are the Company s property.
CLAIMS FOR DEFECTIVE GOODS, ETC.
(a) Whether the Goods have been delivered by the Company or have been collected by the Purchaser, the Purchaser shall immediately after off loading is completed (or at the earliest
opportunity thereafter if there is no representative of the Purchaser available when the off loading of the Goods is completed) examine the goods to check that the correct quantity has
been delivered and as far as is apparent that they have no apparent defects. If the Goods have been delivered by the Company and the Purchaser was present when off loading was
completed and is satised with the Goods following their examination the Purchaser will on request by the delivery driver sign a receipt slip. If the Purchaser is not satised with the Goods
following their examination the Purchaser shall:
i. if the defect is of fundamental importance immediately notify the Company that it refuses to accept the Goods and indicate the nature of its dissatisfaction; such notication must in
every case be within 24 hours of delivery or collection and conrmed in writing to the Company within 4 days thereof
ii. in all other cases indicate on any receipt slip used the nature of its dissatisfaction and conrm or indicate the same in writing to the company within 4 days of delivery or collection and
iii. always give the Company an opportunity to inspect the Goods concerned in the condition and location in which they were off loaded.
(b) The Company requires all claims to be made by the Purchaser to the Company in writing as soon as possible and
i. claims in respect of short delivery must be made in any event within 7 days of delivery.
ii. claims in respect of defects which are or are not apparent on examination must be made in any event within 7 days of discovery.
iii. Time for making all such claims is of the essence of the Contract and the Company s liability shall be limited.
(c) The Purchaser shall not be entitled to reject the goods or any part thereof by reason only of short delivery.
(d) Under no circumstances shall the company be liable to the Purchaser for any claim arising out of:
i. Any description, samples, specication or other particulars relating to the Goods or their suitability for any particular purpose or for use under specic conditions unless they form part
of this Contract. If the Purchaser intends that any such particulars not contained in the Company s Publications valid at the date the Goods are ordered form part of this Contract it
must so notify the Company in writing. Such notication must be made prior to the Goods being ordered and shall only apply to Goods ordered after the Company has conrmed in
writing to the Purchaser that the particulars are accepted.
ii. Technical information, recommendations, statements or advice given by or on behalf of the Company relating to the methods of xing or installing the Goods.
WARRANTY AND INDEMNITY AND LIMITS ON CLAIMS
(a) Subject to the conditions set out below the Company warrants that the Goods will correspond at the time of delivery;
i. with any sample agreed to be representative of the Goods to be supplied.
ii. with the description, specication and particulars of the Goods contained in the Company s Publications valid at the date the Goods are ordered and upon which the Purchaser
shows it relied
(b) The above warranty is given by the Company subject to it being under no liability:
i. in respect of any defect arising from fair wear and tear, wilful damage, negligence, abnormal conditions of working or of us e, failure to follow the Company s instructions (whether
oral or in writing)
or misuse of the Goods.

ii. under the above warranty (or any other warranty, condition or guarantee) if the total price for the Goods has not been paid by the due date for payment:
iii. in the event that the Goods suffer from colour or other minor variances or irregularities which habitually occur in products manufactured by the process used by the Company.
(c) Subject as expressly provided in these Conditions, and except where the Goods are sold to a person dealing as a consumer, all warranties, conditions or other terms implied by
statute or common
law are excluded to the fullest extent permitted by law.
The Statutory Rights of Consumers are not effected by these Conditions.
(d) Any Claim by the Purchaser which is based on the matters referred to, shall be notied in the manner and within the time limits set out therein; and
i. If the Purchaser did not refuse to accept the Goods and did not duly notify the Company:
(a) the purchaser shall not be entitled to reject the Goods; and
(b) the Company shall have no liability; and
(c) the Purchaser shall be bound to pay the price as if the Goods had been delivered in accordance with the contract.
ii. In the event that a valid claim is notied to the Company in accordance with these Conditions, the Company shall deliver or make available for collection as appropriate
replacement Goods free of charge or at the Company s sole discretion refund to the Purchaser the price of the Goods.
iii. Under no circumstances whatsoever shall the Company have any liability to a Purchaser in respect of any of the matters referred to greater than that expressed in this sub clause.
(e) In the case of any claim by the Purchase which is based on any defect in the quality or condition of the Goods or their failure to correspond with a sample or their description
specication or particulars a representative number of the relevant batch of the Goods shall be taken in the presence of an authorized representative of the Company and shall be
referred for appropriate testing to an expert to be mutually agreed upon, or failing such agreement to be nominated by the President for the time being of the Institute of Civil Engineers
and the report of such an expert shall be nal and binding on parties. The expert s fee for performing such tests shall be paid by the Company in the event that a valid claim is
established by the Purchaser but shall otherwise be paid by the Purchaser.
(f) Except in respect of death or personal injury caused by the Company s negligence, the Company shall not be liable to the Purchaser by reason of any representation, or any
implied warranty, condition or other term, or any duty at common law, or under the express terms of the Contract or any advice or assistance give n relating to the Goods or their
handling installation use or disposal for any direct or consequential loss or damage (whether for loss of prot or otherwise), costs, expenses or other claims for direct or consequential
compensation whatsoever (and whether caused by negligence of the Company, its employees or agents or otherwise) which shall arise out of or in connection with the supply of the
Goods or their use or resale by the Purchaser, except as expressly provided in these Conditions.
(g) The Purchaser shall indemnify the Company in respect of any claims, proceedings, liabilities, damages, costs and expenses of whatsoever nature made against or incurred by the
Company and arising out of a failure by the Purchaser to observe the Company s instructions (whether oral or in writing) relating in any way whatsoever to the Goods.
HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK
The purchaser shall observe the health and safety instructions issued from time to time by the Company (copies of which are available on request) and shall be solely responsible for
and shall keep the Company indemnied against any claims, liability, damages, costs and expenses arising directly or indirectly from use of the Goods other than in accordance with
such health and safety instructions.
FORCE MAJEURE
The Company shall not be liable for any loss or damage caused by non performance or delay in the performance of any of its obligations to the Purchaser due to act of God, war,
civil disturbance, government action, strike, lock out or trade dispute (whether involving its own employees or those of any other person), difculties in obtaining materials, breakdown
in machinery, re or accident or any other causes whatsoever beyond the control of the Company. Should any such event occur the Company reserves the right to cancel or suspend
the contract with the Purchaser without incurring any liability for any loss or damage thereby occasioned.
DEFAULT
(a) The Company may by notice in writing to the Purchaser terminate any contract forthwith if:
i. The purchaser shall commit any breach of any of the terms (including without limitation terms concerning the time for payment of the purchase price) of this or any other contract
with the Company and on its part to be observed and performed;
ii. The Purchaser compounds with or negotiates for any composition with its creditors generally;
iii. Being an individual the Purchaser shall die or have a receiving order made against him or commits an act of bankruptcy or enters into a voluntary arrangement; or
iv. Being a Company the Purchaser shall call any meeting of its creditors or have a Receiver or Administrator appointed or enter into any liquidation.
(b) In the event of any such termination the Company shall in addition to exercising its rights to repossession of these Conditions be entitled by notice in writing to the Purchaser to
declare (and there shall forthwith become) immediately due and payable any amounts outstanding from the Purchaser to the Company under this or any other contract.
(c) The provisions of (a) and (b) above and the exercise by the Company of its rights thereunder are without prejudice to any other rights of the Company.
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SHOWROOMS
Andheri
6 A/J Laxmi Industrial Estate, New Link Road
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Lower Parel
First Floor Ginger House Raghuvanshi Mills
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